Solar system debris, in the form of meteoroids, impacts every planet. The flux, relative composition and speed of the debris at each planet depends on the planet's size and location in the solar system. Ablation in the atmosphere evaporates the meteoric material and leaves behind metal atoms. During the ablation process metallic ions are formed by impact ionization.
.Thereareotherimportantrolesthe metalsmayplay in the physicsof theEarth's neargeospace environment. For example,themetalion layersat night aresometimes the only electriccurrentcarryingchannelsandhencewill be a factorin ionosphericelectrodynamics. The meteoroiddepositedmetals,asnucleationagents, may alsobeinvolvedin the productionof noctilucent clouds.Further,the metalionsareexcellenttracersof ionosphericdynamicsdueto their long lifetimes(e.g., FesenandHayes,1982; Kumar andHanson,1980; GrebowskyandPharo,1985) . Sincethe first detectionof metalion layersin the terrestrialatmosphere by soundingrocket ion spectrometer measurements, they havebeenrecognizedto betheresultof ablatedmaterialdepositedby a continualinflux of interplanetaryparticles (Istomin, 1963 Kliore, 1979) below themain ambientionospherelayer,asdo Neptune (Lyons, 1995) andSaturn (Kliore et al., 1980) . It is probablethat metallicions areresponsiblefor thesestructures, but in lieu of betterobser_,ations, theoreticalmodelsmust beundertaken to explainthe radio occultationmeasurements.
MICROMETEOROID INPUTS
The degree of ablation and the amount of ionization left in the ionosphere of an atmosphere-laden planet depends on the mass and velocity distributions of the solid particles in the vicinity of the planet and on the speeds with which they impact the atmosphere. Flux-mass distribution models are firmly established for the vicinity of Earth (Love and Brownley, 1993; Dohnanyi, 1972) but measurements at the other planets are sparse, so to a first approximation the Earth distributions are applied adjusting the net flux to each planet's environment. Masses between 10 v and 106g contribute the maximum mass flux deposition on Earth.
Meteoroid velocity distributions are not well quantified for any of the planets, so one incident velocity is typically used in models, corresponding to the expected average infalling speed for a planet. The maximum entry speed for a planet corresponds to the incidence of a body orbiting the sun in a retrograde parabolic orbit. Particles in open orbits about the sun, i.e., of extra-solar system origin, make a non-significant contribution to the mass input. The minimum speed is the planetary escape velocity. Hence, for Earth the range of speeds is 11-72 km/s, for Mars it is 5-58 km/s and for Jupiter it is 60-69 km/s. The average speed measured at Earth is -20 km/s. Extrapolating the Earth's speed within its range to Mars yields an average incident Mars speed of -10 km/s. At Jupiter the range of variation is not significant as will be shown below in Figure 4 . There is also a difference in incidence flux from planet-to-planet due to gravitational focusing.
The focused flux is equal to SU[l+(vesca_U):]
where S and U are the meteoroid spatial density and average speed far from the planet (Opik, 1958 when it has intercepted a mass of atmospheric gas equal to its own mass. It is near this region where the meteoroid is most rapidly decelerated. On the right of Figure 2 , the column mass density is plotted for each of the planets. A vertical line is drawn which passes through the Earth curve at the altitude where the typical maximum in meteoric ionization has been observed. The intersection with the Jovian curve shows that the metal layer at Jupiter will be above 300 km (referenced to the 1 bar level) and at Mars it will be near 85 km.
These are consistent with the observations in Figure 2 taking into consideration that the exact locations of the ion layer peak will also depend on diffusion and chemical processes.
The neutral atom and ion deposition resulting from a rigorous solution of the meteoroid ablation equations for conditions appropriate to Mars, Earth and Jupiter are plotted in Figure 4 . Only magnesium is
• C3.2-0003 treatedherefor simplicity. The calculationsweremadefor two incident velocitiesfor eachplanet-the nominal entrancespeedof the sporadicmeteorpopulationand a speednearthe upperplanetarymeteoroid speedlimit, which would be applicableto a retrograde meteorshower. The ion productionrateshownin Figure4 corresponds to theimmediateionizationof thefast moving neutralMg by impactionization with an atmosphericmolecule.The ionizationprobabilityfor impactionization variesas-v 3_wherev is the impact speed. The local production of ionization is most significant for high speed shower streams on Earth and
Mars, but on Jupiter it is always comparable to the neutral atom deposition rate and the ionospheric effect of a high speed meteor shower would not be clearly discemable from that of the average particle influx.
In addition to the direct deposition of ionization shown in Figure 4, The resulting Mg÷profiles are shown in Figure 5 . Fe ÷ is also depicted for Jupiter along with the major, modeled ambient ion species. Fe along with Mg are the dominant meteoroid metal constituents. The difference in the distribution of the two metal ion species on Jupiter is due to the differing reactions of the two metals with hydrocarbons (as discussed in Kim et al. (2000) . The chemistry on Mars and Earth for these two species does not lead to any such significant differences in their altitude distributions. In general one expects the amounts of Mg ÷ and Fe ÷ to be similar. Carbon dioxide, although a minor species on Earth, plays a . C3.2-0003 role as evident in the production of MgCQ, which appears at both Earth and Mars at low altitudes although it is only the dominant Mg species on Mars. It seems to be common to all the models that metallic ion densities generally lie in the range of 103-104 cm 3. For Earth and Jupiter, which have intrinsic magnetic fields, electric fields and neutral wind shears can produce variability in the peaks so that the simple time independent calculations employed here should be interpreted as a first step to fully understanding the metallic ion distributions. Similar magnitudes are predicted for the concentration within metallic ion layers on Saturn (Moses and Bass, 2000) and Neptune (Lyons, 1985) which are consistent with radio occultation layer magnitudes observed at those planets. there is a significant increase in the altitudes of the maximum and the production of ionization as the incident soeeds increase. The hizh-sDeed behavior would be characteristic of some meteor showers.
CONCLUSIONS
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